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ABSTRACT

A set-up with an integrating sphere and a narrow-beam arrangement was used in order to
derive the optical properties in vitro of 1 mm thick tissue slabs. The measured
macroscopic quantities, the reflectance and the total transmittance, were correlated to the
tissue optical properties by Monte Carlo simulations. Mie calculations were performed to
be able to calibrate the set-up with a solution of latex spheres and ink. Finally, the optical
properties of rat liver samples were measured, before and after photodynamic therapy,
showing approximately a 40 % increase of the absorption coefficient at 650nm due to the
treatment.

1. INTRODUCTION

The tissue optical properties, which characterise the interaction between light and tissue,
can be described by the g-factor, scattering (i) and absorption (ia) coefficient. When
ignoring inelastic scattering and fluorescence, a photon interacting with the tissue has two
options at every interaction site; either to be absorbed or to be further scattered. The
absorption and scattering coefficient is defined as the probability of absorption and
scattering, respectively, per unit infinitesimal path length. The attenuation coefficient,
is given by the sum of the absorption and scattering coefficient. Finally, the anisotropy
factor, g, specifies the average cosine of the scattering angle, where the two opposite light
distributions due to isotropic and totally forward scattering are characterised by g=O and
g=1, respectively.

These tissue characteristics are important for all kinds of medical laser applications, to
understand the interaction mechanisms between light and tissue. The knowledge of light
transport in tissue is particularly essential for dosimetry in conjunction with photodynamic
tumour treatment, in order to follow and control the light interaction volume. It is
therefore important to study what happens to the g-factor, scattering and absorption
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coefficient during the treatment irradiation. If the treatment causes changes to the optical
properties, the treatment volume, and hence the effects, will alter.

Various optical integrating sphere techniques have been developed to quantify tissue
optical properties, and a number of studies have recently utilised these techniques13.

2. MEASUREMENTS OF TISSUE OPTICAL PROPERTIES -
MATERIAL AND METHODS

The three optical quantities of tissue characteristic, g, .t5 and were determined in a
three step procedure. A 1 mm thick tissue slab was put between two microscope object
glasses (1 mm thickness), with 1 mm thick glass spacers in-between. The total thickness, 3
mm, of the resulting glass cuvette, was verified by a vernier calliper. The cuvette was
sequentially placed at the two sample positions of the integrating sphere, measuring the
reflectance and the total transmittance, respectively. Following those measurements, the
collimated transmittance was measured with a narrow-beam technique. Finally, the
corresponding g, and ta were derived by spline interpolation in a table of Monte Carlo
simulated data.
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Figure 1. The total transmittance and the reflectance were measured with the tissue sample
situated at the integrating sphere position 1 and 2, respectively.

Set-up for Integrating sphere measurements

Optical fibre
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2.1 Integrating sphere and narrow-beam measurements

Figure 1 shows the set-up for integrating sphere measurements. As a light source a 75 W
high pressure Xenon lamp was used in combination with a monochromator to select the
wavelength. The light was guided to the integrating sphere in a quartz fibre with the
diameter 200 .tm. A lens followed by an aperture stop formed a collimated light beam
with a diameter of 5 millimetres. The beam reached the tissue slab either at the entry port
of the integrating sphere for the total transmittance measurements, or at the exit port for
the reflectance measurements. The integrating sphere by Oriel was 20.3 cm in diameter
and its two beam ports, here called entry and exit port, was opposite to one another and
had a diameter of 2.54 cm. The inner surface was covered with a highly reflecting
medium, barium sulphate, which reflects the entering light so that the total light intensity
spread in the sphere was measured by a photo diode. The diode was positioned in the
sphere surface perpendicular to the entering light beam. The reflectance and the total
transmittance were obtained by

R=RBsx(IR/If)
T=RBsX(LJIf)

where RBS symbols the reflectance of barium sulphate and 'R the light intensity measured
by the photo diode with the tissue sample positioned at the exit port. 'T is the light
intensity measured with the sample at the entry port and a barium sulphate plug in the exit
port. Finally, 'ref is the intensity measured without any sample, with the light beam
entering the first port and the barium sulphate plug in the exit port.
The specularly reflected light from the tissue sample, when placed at the exit port, was
blocked by a baffle mounted inside the sphere, so that this light could not interfere with
the measurements of the reflectance.
A lock-in technique in combination with a light chopper was used to prevent the
surrounding light from disturbing the measurements.

Figure 2 shows the radial light profile of the transmitted and reflected light at the two
borders of the cuvette containing a tissue sample. This is the result of Monte Carlo
simulations (see below) with g=0.909, j=9.77 mm1 and ia=O.2OS mm1, typical data of
liver tissue measured at 650 nm. In figure 2 it can be calculated that approximately 0.1-0.2
% of the transmitted and reflected light are lost due to the limited port diameter. This
ensures that the photo diode of the integrating sphere did not measure too small
magnitudes of the transmittance and reflectance. J. H. Tones et. al. pointed out in their
study4 that the absorption coefficient easily can be overestimated when the port-to-beam-
size ratio is too low. A beam diameter of 5 mm and a port diameter of 2.54 cm, as in our
case, did apparently not yield a too low port-beam ratio.
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Figure 2. Reflected and transmitted intensity at the surfaces of the tissue slab versus the radius. The thicker
lines represent the outer surface of the sphere, which prevents the light from reaching the photo diode.

Figure 3 shows the set-up for the narrow-beam measurements, where the collimated
transmittance of the tissue sample was obtained. The light source was the same as for the
integrating sphere set-up. By using a more sensitive detector, as a photo multiplier tube, it
was possible to spatially filter the light beam from the optical fibre hard and to keep the
diameter of the aperture stop in front of the detector as small as 2 millimetres. These two
procedures were performed to prevent the scattered light of the tissue sample to be
registered as collimated transmitted light. Another action was to keep the distance between
the sample and the detector as long as possible, in this case around 60 cm. The collimated
transmittance could then be derived as

Tl=TNDxIl/IO

where TND symbols the transmittance of a neutral density filter used when measuring 1. I
is the light intensity measured by the photo multiplier tube with a reference glass cuvette
filled with water at the sample position. I is the intensity of the light transmitting the
tissue sample without any interaction. The attenuation coefficient was obtained by

t=-1n(T01)/d
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with the thickness, d, of the tissue slab.

2.2 Monte Carlo simulations

Light interaction with tissue can be modelled by Monte Carlo simulations, a random walk
for photon packets. The g-factors, scattering and absorption coefficients are defined as
well as the thickness of the material layers. A photon packet, given a photon weight, is
sent into the tissue and the step size between each interaction position is randomised with
a mean step size of (s1a)1. At the interaction sites an attenuation of the photon weight
is done in proportion to the magnitude of the absorption coefficient, until it falls below a
threshold level and the photon packet is terminated. If it is not, the photon packet with its
new photon weight is further scattered. The deflection angle, 9, is randomised with the
Henyey-Greenstein probability distribution5:

p(cos 9)=( 1 -g2)/2( 1 +g2-2gcos 9)213

This is done until the photon packet reaches either the first or the second boundary and is
added to the other reflected or transmitted photons, respectively, yielding the reflectance
and transmittance. Monte Carlo simulations link the g-factors, scattering and absorption
coefficients to the measured reflectance and transmittance.
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Set-up for Narrow-beam Measurements

Photomultiplier tube

Figure 3. The direct transmittance was measured with a narrow-beam experiment.
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10 (T)-Colour Mapped
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Figure 4. Results of Monte Carlo Simulations presented as log (R) and log (T) versus and a
for g=O.99. Log (T) is colour mapped.

We used a Monte Carlo simulation program written by L. Wang and S. L. Jacques6 on a
DECpc ocXP 150-computer. The tissue geometry could be defined as a multilayered
medium, in our case a 1 mm thick tissue slab with the refractive index 1 .4 in-between two
1 mm thick glass slides with refractive index 1.52. Simulations were performed with 100
000 photon packets for all combinations of 17 g-factors in the range of 0.6 to 0.99, 10 p-
coefficients in the range of 5 to 95mm1 and for 10 J.ta-coefficients in the range of 0.02 to
5 mmd. The corresponding reflectance and transmittance were arranged in 17 tables, one
for each g-factor. An example of these tables, the one for g=0.990, is graphically shown in
figure 4.

2.3 Interpolation

To find the corresponding g-factor, j- and i.a coefficients to the measured total
transmittance and reflectance, a two dimensional spline interpolation of each g-table was
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performed. The interpolation resulted in 17 pairs of possible and ta coefficients - one
pair for each g-factor table. The result is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5. The result after a two dimensional spline interpolation for T=O.480 and R=O.155
among the Monte Carlo simulated data.

The -L coefficient measured at the narrow-beam experiment, was then used to do a one
dimensional spline interpolation among these 17 g-factors and their - ta pairs. Finally a
complete set of optical properties was obtained.

2.4 Calibration

To ensure that the measured optical properties were correct, calibration measurements
were performed. The operating procedure was therefore accomplished for a suspension of
uniform latex microspheres and ink, yielding measured optical properties between 500 and
800 nm, which were compared with reference values.
0.5 ml latex suspension with 10 % solid plastic spheres and 90 % water was mixed with
2.5 ml ink solution (a mixture of 0.25 ml ink and 100 ml water) and 22 ml water. The
latex spheres from Duke Scientific Corporation had the diameter of 0.806 iim. Spherical
particles of this size interact with light as Mie scatterers and by Mie calculations the g-
factor and the scattering coefficient can be derived7. We used a Pascal program by J. R.
Zijp and J. J. ten Bosch8 to do the Mie computations. The input parameters were the size
parameter

and the relative refractive index

x=2lcnmedr/?Lvac

m=np/nmed
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where med refractive index of the medium surrounding the particles
apart refractive index of the particle
r - radius of the particles
2vac the wavelength of the interacting light in vacuum.

The refractive index, n, of polystyrene (latex) was found in reference 9

n=1.5683+1O.O87 x1011/ X2 vac (7vac in cm)

and the density p=l.O57 g/cm3 in reference 10.

The Mie calculations resulted in the g-factor and scattering coefficient of a suspension of
latex spheres without any absorber present and the absorption coefficient of the pure ink
solution was obtained by absorbance measurements. It was assumed that the ink solution
was a pure absorber as well as the latex sphere solution a pure scatterer. Therefore the
reference values g, and ta for the mixture of the latex spheres and ink solution was
accepted to be the Mie calculated scattering coefficient and g-factor of the latex spheres
and the absorption coefficient of the pure ink solution.

0.9 a 7 0.3I
0.25

0.8 6.5 S measured
0.2 value

0.7 6 0.15 • reference
value

0.1
0.6 5.5

0.05

0.5 1 5 1 0 I

g Ps(mm1) a(mm1)

Figure 6. Measured optical properties of the latex sphere - ink solution compared with reference values.

The measured optical properties of the latex sphere and ink solution were compared with
the reference values from the Mie calculations and absorbance measurements. The result
showed good agreement, see figure 6, particularly for the g-factor and the scattering
coefficient, where it was within 1-3%. The absorption coefficients had rather high
standard deviation, which other authors11 have commented as a result of the difference in
magnitude of the absorption and scattering coefficient. The a0 icients derived from
absorbance measurements of the ink only, were within the limits of the standard
deviations.
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3. MEASUREMENTS OF TISSUE OPTICAL PROPERTIES
IN CONJUNCTION WITH PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY

Measurements of the optical properties of rat liver tissue, treated with photodynamic
therapy, have been performed using the integrating sphere technique described above. The
optical properties of the treated and the untreated area were measured and compared.

3.1 Operating procedure

For the experiments nine Spraque-Dawley rats were injected i. v. with 30 mg/kg body
weight -amino-levulinic acid (ALA) 2.5 h prior to the treatment. The abdominal wall of
the rat was cut open to expose the liver lobe. A circular region with a diameter of 1.5 cm
was irradiated with a light energy density of 60 J/cm2 at 635 nm. During the irradiation
the power density was kept well below 100 mW/cm2 to avoid any hyperthermic effect on
the tissue. As a light source a dye laser pumped with an intracavity frequency-doubled
Nd:YAG laser, Q-switched at a pulse repetition rate of 4 kHz, was used. Immediately
following each irradiation the treated tissue was resected and a 1 mm thick slice of the
superficial tissue was cut and placed between two microscope object glasses with 1.0 mm
spacers in-between. Two to four minutes after PDT, the optical properties of the treated
area followed by an untreated area were derived with the technique described above.

1 12 0.3 .
U _____________• 0.25

U before PDT
0.8 0.2

I • after PDT
10 0.15 ___________

0.6 0.1

0.05

0.4
1 8 0 1

g 5(mnr1) Jla(mm1)

Figure 7. Measured g-factor, scattering and absorption coefficient for a rat liver lobe at 650 nm
before and after photodynamic therapy.

3.2 Results

Figure 7 shows typical values of the optical properties at 650 nm, measured before and
after PDT, for one of the nine liver lobes. The change of the g-factor in percent, Ag, is
calculated as:
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and corresponding for At and Ata. The mean values and standard deviations of the
changes for the nine liver samples are shown in figure 8, indicating no change of the g-
factor and scattering coefficient. However, the absorption coefficient changed
approximately 40 % during the treatment. The standard deviation of the Asia 5 rather
large, which partly can be explained by the small magnitudes of the absorption
coefficients.

80
70
60

Change, % 50
40
30
20
l0
ft — I I I

g i.ts

Figure 8. The change of the optical properties at 650urn during PDT.

4. DISCUSSION

An increasing a coefficient during PDT yields a decreased light penetration, which will
affect the treatment. This increase is important to know in order to be able to calculate the
light dose in conjunction with the treatment. Further studies are needed to investigate what
causes the increased absorption coefficient. One suggestion is that it is due to blood stasis
in the treatment region as a result of the treatment.
A. Castellani eta!. describe in their article12 the damage of the tissue micro circulation
during PDT, which starts with microagglutination of the blood cells followed by blood
stasis. The blood vessels turn dilated and full of red blood cells, which most likely leads to
higher light absorption. This is in accordance with the increasing absorption coefficient,
seen in our experiment.
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